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Safe Electric, the statutory regulatory scheme for electrical contractors is 
operated by the Register of Electrical Contractors of Ireland (RECI) on behalf 
of the Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU).

RECI was appointed as a Safety Supervisory Body by the CRU and will operate 
on a not-for-profit basis under the CRU’s Safe Electric brand for the duration of 
their appointment, 2016 – 2022
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Inspection Manager Report
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It is a credit to the majority of Registered Electrical Contractors that the Safe Electric inspection team is reporting 
that compliance with the wiring rules and in particular the testing ability of Qualified Certifiers (QCs) has improved 
dramatically since 2016. While there is further work to be done, this improvement seems to be reflected in the very 
encouraging decrease in the number Electrical Fatalities reported by the Health & Safety Authority HERE. 

Between 2001 and 2015 there were a total 38 Fatalities in Ireland, an average of 2.5 fatalities per year. Since the current 
single SSB was appointed in 2016, between 2016 and 2020 there were 2 Fatalities, an average of 0.4 fatalities per year. 
Encouragingly, there were no Fatalities in 2018, 2019, 2020. We believe this improvement is mainly due to the increased 
awareness by RECs of the correct testing and recording procedures which of course are designed to identify electrical 
faults which can be present in the background and will go unnoticed if testing is not correctly carried out or not carried 
out at all. Enhanced testing procedures during Periodic Inspections are also identifying faults in older installations. Many 
of these faults may have been there from the original construction phase, and not identified due to poor verification and 
testing practice prior to the installation being put into service.

Dave Butler
Mob: 00353 87 7712113
Email: davebutler@reci.ie 
Safe Electric Inspection Manager

Link to HSA: https://www.hsa.ie/eng/Topics/Electricity/Dangers_of_Electricity/Electrical_Fatality_Statistics/

It has also been reported that the ESBN smart meter rollout is identifying a 
substantial number of installations have never been correctly neutralised. For 
many years it has been the responsibility of the installing REC to make the 
Neutralising connection and verify this critical safety connection has been 
correctly made by loop testing. In many installations and installations where 
additions (Mainly bathroom Shower installations) and alterations have been 
made, it is clear that even the most basic loop testing had not been carried out.      

During all inspections, inspectors will request that sample testing is carried 
out by the QC. Test results obtained will be expected to confirm test results 
recorded on the Test Record sheet. If any QC is not able to correctly carry out 
sample testing, this will be recorded as a non-conformance and the QC should 
address the matter. 

During the 2021 inspection program, inspectors issued a large number of non-
conformances for incorrect / inaccurate Test Record Sheets and Tests not 
being carried out correctly or not at all. 
Overall, the progress is very positive, and the inspection team are always 
available for rule clarification and to help and demonstrate the efficient way of 
carrying out the various tests.    

Neutralising to be
connected by REC

Example of older 
installation which 
doesn’t appear 
to be neutralised, 
no addition or 
alteration should 
be made until 
this problem is 
addressed.

https://www.hsa.ie/eng/Topics/Electricity/Dangers_of_Electricity/Electrical_Fatality_Statistics/
https://www.hsa.ie/eng/Topics/Electricity/Dangers_of_Electricity/Electrical_Fatality_Statistics/ 


Interim Certificate Up and Running
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While the practice of certifying partially completed installations has greatly diminished, we are still receiving “Completion 
Certificates” for installations which are not “complete”. 

If certification is required for a partially completed installation, to facilitate for example a meter move, an interim certificate 
should be issued. The operation of this certificate was outlined on Page 3 of our March 2021 Newsletter available HERE. 
This interim certificate should be accompanied by a completed Customer Information Notice (CIN). The contact details 
in the CIN allow us to communicate directly with the customer who has signed the notice and therefore is aware that if 
follow up certification is not received, there will potentially be a disconnection. 

The inside cover of the Interim Certificate contains detailed instructions regarding the process. These instructions should 
be carefully studied by the issuing REC prior to completing or submitting the certificate.

Currently we are receiving a substantial number of Interim Certificates which are not accompanied by the Customer 
Information Notice, or CINs which don’t contain the customers contact details. Some RECs are also sending Copy 4, 
which should only accompany the final replacement certificate, with Copy 3 the post-connection Copy.  Copy 4 allows 
us to link the final certification to the interim certificate and cease the disconnection process. It is vital that when the final 
certification is submitted with Copy 4 of the Interim Certificate attached. If more time is required to complete the project, 
another Interim Certificate can be issued. This will cancel the first Interim certificate and allow another 12 months before 
disconnection.



Disciplinary Updates
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Section C Clause 4.1 of the CRU Electrical Criteria Document outlines the circumstances in which a REC may be 
subject to Disciplinary Action. 

(Extract from Criteria Document Page 96)

(Extract from Criteria Document Page 103)

Eleven RECs had disciplinary 
hearings scheduled in Q3 2021 
and the Disciplinary Committee 
issued sanctions in accordance with 
Causes 9.2 and 9.3 of Section C. 
Six of these disciplinaries resulted 
from complaints from customers, the 
subsequent complaint inspections 
identified serious non-conformances 
with the wiring rules and certification 
procedures. One REC was before the 
committee following a reverse polarity 
incident. In this case the REC installed 
an EV charger at a meter cabinet and 
reversed the polarity in the existing 
installation. No testing was carried 
out in the existing installation and 
the polarity was reversed for several 
months.

Non-conformance with Clause (ii) (d) 
of section D of the criteia document 
i.e., Providing Certification for work 
not done by the REC was the issue 
for four of the actions. These cases 
are being identified because of the 
current practice of certificate-based 
inspections. In some cases, the 
Principal Duty Holder was unaware 
that assigned QCs were issuing 
certification on behalf of the REC. 
Some RECs also seem to be allowing 
their employees to use the company 
certification for the QCs private work. 
We have recently come across an 
incident where a REC provided 
certification for a large installation 
without even visiting the site. 

In all situations the Principal Duty 
Holder (PDH) is ultimately responsible 
for the work certified by the REC.  
PDHs need to have procedures 
and controls in place to ensure that 
completion certificates are only issued 
for works carried out by the REC. 
Access to Certificate Books and 
ECC Passwords need to be tightly 
controlled.
   
Sanctions in accordance with Part 9.2 
and 9.3 were issued to all RECs who 
were subject to Disciplinaries. 
It is noteworthy that the Principal 
Duty Holder for many RECs at the 
disciplinary hearings were unaware 
of the extent of their responsibilities 
under the scheme. 
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Number 3 (CR) certificate 
All Registered Electrical Contractors are obliged to provide customer certification for all electrical works carried out. 
This includes “Minor Works” if a certificate is requested by the customer. If there is no ESBN involvement in the job, this 
certificate will be a number 3 CR Certificate. All certificates have a unique serial number, and our database records the 
serial numbers of all certificates purchased and assigns that certificate to the REC that bought it.

Upon completion of the number 3 certificate, copy 1 should be provided to the customer and Copy 2 returned to 
Safe Electric. When received by Safe Electric, he certificate is logged, and the system checks that the certificate was 
completed for work done by the REC who purchased it. This closes the process. Copy 3 of the certificate is the RECs 
copy and should be retained in the book.

Safe Electric are finding that many RECs are not returning 
Copy 2 of the Number 3 Certificate to Safe Electric. 

To solve this problem, the following measures are being 
introduced over the next few months. 

• Inspectors will request sight of all un-issued number 3 
certificates during inspections, it will be expected that 
all three copies of un-issued number 3 certificates will 
be in the certificate book. If the customer copy 1 has 
been issued and the Copy 2 has not been returned 
to Safe Electric, an Audit non-conformance will be 
raised, and the REC will have 30 days to rectify to 
non-conformance by returning the Safe Electric copy 
to the office.

• RECs who have large numbers of outstanding number 
3 certificates, will not be sold new number 3 certificates 
pending the return of all Copy 2s outstanding. The 
logic here is that if the REC required new number 
3 certificates, he must have used up all previously 
purchased certificates.

To avoid future problems, all RECs should urgently return 
any outstanding number 3 Safe Electric copies they may 
have omitted to send back.   



Qualified Certifier Numbers
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Upon successful completion of a Qualified Certifier 
Course (QC) a new or revised QC number is issued. This 
number is issued by the Safety Supervisory Body / Safe 
Electric and will change every 5 years. We are finding that 
increasing numbers of attendees who have successfully 
passed the assessments from the various Qualified 
Certifier Courses, are showing as QC expired on our 
database. This potentially has serious implications as the 
status of the QC signing off the certificates must be valid. 
Certificates cannot be validated for transmission to ESBN 
for connection if the QC is expired.

On a number of occasions, we discover that the Electrician 
showing the expired QC number has in fact attended and 
passed a QC course, but this information has not been 
communicated to Safe Electric. Many candidates have 
also told us they believe the course provider will inform 

Safe Electric that the course has been passed. This is not 
the case and there is currently no arrangement in place 
with any QC course provider to automatically update the 
QC status.

When a candidate successfully passes a QC course, 
they will be issued a letter confirming this. This letter is 
adequate for Safe Electric to issue a QC number, we do 
not require the actual certificate from the accrediting body. 
This letter should be sent by post or email to Safe Electric 
at either reciinfo@reci.ie or qcqueries@reci.ie 

Upon receipt of this letter, we will issue a new QC number 
which should be used on all certificates from the time of 
receipt. 

Issue of QC number procedure 

• Candidate attends QC course with provider of their choice
• Course assessment at the end of the course
• If successful Course Provider issues confirmation letter to Candidate
• Candidate sends letter to Safe Electric
• Safe Electric issue new / revised QC number, see example below   

mailto:reciinfo@reci.ie
mailto:qcqueries@reci.ie  
mailto:qcqueries@reci.ie  


CRITERIA FOR VALIDATION OF TYPE 1 AR CERT
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In accordance with Clause 2.1.4 of Common Procedure 5 of the CRU Criteria Document and in the interest of public 
safety and for improved document control, Safe Electric will be implementing a zero-tolerance policy for the validation 
of completion certificates.

All certificates received or processed on or after 5th July 2021 which are incomplete, illegible, or incorrect have been 
deemed invalid and marked as such. The Registered Electrical Contractor (REC) will be notified by email that the 
certificate has been deemed invalid and the REC will be required to issue a replacement certificate.

To minimise the number of certificates that cannot be validated the following are guidelines for completing a Type 1 AR 
Certificate. Please read these guidelines carefully.



Additional information:
• For BR certs only, you must enter the Maximum Import Capacity of the installation in the field provided near the top 

right of the cert.
• Safe Electric will only accept pre connection certs on the pre connection page for the cert – do not send in pre 

connection results on the Post Connection, Contractor’s Record or Customer Copy or they will fail validation.
• Your subs must have been paid for the current year and you must have valid insurance on the date that the cert is 

being validated.
• In the case of the REC having outstanding Post Connections which need to be cleared, pre connection certificates 

which are not otherwise invalid will be retained until the REC has cleared the Post Connections.
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SAFE ELECTRIC LOGO      
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To improve the ability of customers to identify individual Registered Electrical Contractors, and to more quickly recognise 
unlawful use of the brand, Clause 2.2.3 of Section C of the criteria document requires that all RECs who identify 
themselves as members of the Safe Electric Scheme, include their membership number in the logo. All membership 
numbers begin with A and have either 4 or 5 digits. 

We are investigating the possibility of providing RECs with and standard electronic file version of the logo with their 
membership number included. This could then be provided to stationary providers for letterheads etc. and sign-writers 
etc for use on Vans etc. Please keep this in mind if ordering any new printing or getting vans branded. Remember, 
you are not obliged to get your vans branded, but any Registered Electrical Contractor, who advertises himself as an 
Electrical Contractor, is obliged to use the Safe Electric Logo.

(Extract from page 69 of the CRU Criteria Document)

Conversely, it is unlawful for persons who are not Registered Electrical Contractors to use the Safe Electrical Logo. CRU 
have recently secured a prosecution against a property management company who used the Safe Electric Logo on their 
Van. The Company was fined €1500 and €1500 costs were awarded to CRU. Please report any illegal use of the logo.  

The ideal situation would be that members of the public would recognise that if an Electrical Contractor is not displaying 
the SAFE ELECTRIC brand / Logo, they are not a Registered Electrical Contractor. The industry can achieve this by 
increasing use of the logo, reporting to CRU the unlawful use of the Logo, thereby increasing public awareness that only 
Contractors who display the SAFE ELECTRIC logo are registered. 



Revised Inspector Map
We have developed a revised map to generaly indicate which inspectors are assigned in different parts of the country. 
Each inspector looks after approx 320 RECs. Inspectors are happy to answer queries and provide advice but remember 
they will not be able to answer the phone while carrying out inspections. Queries can be submitted in writing by email 
directly to inspectors or to: 
techinicalqueries@reci.ie. 
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mailto:techinicalqueries@reci.ie. 


WIRING RULES 5TH EDITION I.S. 10101 ON TRACK
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The introduction of I.S. 10101 2020 remains on track with the 1st of August 2022 being the day when all new electrical 
installations must be certified to the new standard. Therefore it is vitial that all installations which will not be complete 
for pre-connection certification proir to this date are constructed in accordance with the new rules. After this date, 
Safe Electric will not process certificates for new work which does not comply with the new rules. Further clarification 
reguarding implementation dates can be obtained from our webinars HERE.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzK4cs08uxs


New Edition of ESB Networks Customer Interface
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Version 5 of the ESBN “National Code of Practice for the Customer Interface” has been released. Safe Electric Inspectors 
will issue these books to RECs during sheduled inspections. An online version is also available HERE. It is essential that 
the guidelines outlined in the code are followed as any deviations could delay your customer connections. 

Remember both RECs and ESB Network Techinicians are obliged to comply with the code and if the code is adhered 
too and vaild certification provided, ESBN cannot refuse to provide a connection. 

RECs should take note of page 45 which clearly 
outlines the requirements for the most common 
domestic connection. Note the “REC work Area” 
which as outlined on page 101 is limited to 
180mm X 225mm.

(Extract from Page 101 of ESBN Customer Code of Practice.) 

https://www.esbnetworks.ie/docs/default-source/publications/national-code-of-practice76cf7c6b-4890-4c39-87fc-a2d6692ef2d3.pdf?sfvrsn=34848f81_31
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FAQ

QA
Is it a requirement to put a Fridge/Freezer on a dedicated RCBO circuit?

There is no specific rule that requires that Circuit Protection for Fridge/Freezer needs to be dedicated. 
Good design and I.S. 531.3.2 would suggest that a dedicated circuit should be considered, but it 
is not a specific rule breach if Circuits supplying Fridge/Freezers sockets are shared with other 
appliances / sockets.  

QA
Is there a regulated distance for a socket from a sink?

There is no rule specifying the minimum distance a Socket Outlet 
/ Switch need to be from a sink. I.S. 554.3.4 states that a socket 
outlet should not be located where it is subject to dripping or 
splashing. The socket in the photo would clearly not conform 
with 554.3.5

Q

Q

Q

A

A

A

Do outside lights in Domestic installations need to be on their own dedicated RCBO?

Is it permissible to have more than two rooms on a radial socket circuit?

What is the maximum distance that an isolation switch can be from an appliance?

While it would be good design practice to separate outside lights onto their own dedicated RCBOs, 
there is no rule requiring this.

Annex 55A outlines recommended “Final Circuit Arrangements”. I.S. 55A.4.2-part c) states, A radial 
circuit should not serve more than two rooms, A hall, landing, closet, or WC does not count as a 
room in this case.

I.S. 555.1.2 states that every appliance shall be provided with an isolation switch as close as 
practicable, ideally within 2 meters of the appliance. There is no distance specified for Inaccessible 
socket isolators in rule I.S. 554.3.5 

Q

Q

Q

A

A

A

Do Smoke / Heat/ Gas Detector detectors require their own Overcurrent protection, or can they be shared 
with Lighting Circuits?

How many cables can be terminated into a socket, light switch, MCB, RCBO etc?

Is it a requirement to provide a Neutral and Earth at a light switch?

This is not addressed in the wiring rules, it is equally permissible to use dedicated circuits or to 
share detection devices with lighting circuits. Some local Authorities request that detection circuits 
are connected with the lighting circuits to minimise the risk of tenants turning off Fire / Gas safety 
circuits.  

This issue is not directly addressed in the wiring rules, I.S. 526.1 and manufactures guidelines 
should be considered.

526.1 Connections between conductors and between conductors and other equipment shall provide
durable electrical continuity and adequate mechanical strenghth and protection. 

There is no rule requiring that Neutrals are provided at light-switches and no rule specifying they 
should not be, either is acceptable. I.S. 357.5 requires that a protective earth conductor “terminal” is 
provided at all switches, this includes where plastic / non-conductive boxes are used. All conductors, 
even those not in use, should be terminated in the box.



Q

Q

Q

Q

A

A

A

A

Some Single Module RCBOs have a neutral tail on them, can we extend these with a connector?

Is 6-amp overload protection mandatory for lighting circuits?

Is it OK to leave a Neozed Main fuse in a distribution board when installing an EV Charger?

Are DIN rail mounted Neutral / Earth terminals acceptable in a Distribution Board?

In this case the manufacturer should be consulted and confirmation that it is OK to extend the tail 
obtained.  

Annex 55A (Page 467) outlines recommended “Final Circuit Arrangements”. 55A.4.1 recommends 
6-amp overload protection for lighting circuits wired in the minimum 1.5 sq. cable.

Neozed fuses if not tightened fully are subject to overheating and “Thermal Runaway”, particularly 
when supplying High Current loads. We would recommend that these fuses are replaced with 63-
amp MCBs when adding any High Current addition to any installation.

Yes, it is perfectly acceptable to install additional DIN rail terminals in a Distribution Board. 
Items clipped onto DIN rails are deemed to be fixed.

Q

Q

Q

Q

A

A

A

A

Are Fire / Gas detection systems part of the wiring rules or building regulations?

(A) Is a Twin Socket one or two Points? (B) Is a Twin Socket one or two Outlets?

I am upgrading Meter Tails and can’t find the earth electrode?

Is RCD protection required for lighting circuits in Commercial or Industrial installations?

The specific requirements for Fire 
Safety in Domestic Houses are 
contained in the 2017 Building 
Regulations Part B TGD and the 
Standard is issued by NSAI and is 
I.S. 3218 (2013). Wiring systems 
associated with these systems are 
required to comply with the relevant 
wiring rules currently I.S. 10101 (2020)

A point is defined on page 73 of I.S. 10101 as the “termination of the fixed wiring intended for the 
connection of current using equipment”. Therefore, a single or twin socket is one point.
An outlet is not defined in I.S. 10101 but it would be logical to consider a single socket one outlet 
and a twin socket two outlets.

I.S. 542.3.4 requires that connection for the electrode be “accessible for inspection” If the original 
electrode is not accessible, a replacement earth electrode and inspection box should be installed.

411.3.4 of I.S. 10101 requires that RCD protection is required for luminaries in “Domestic Premises”.  
I.S. 705.411.1 requires that lighting circuits in Agricultural Installations have RCD protection (100 
ma). There is no requirement to provide RCD protection for luminaries in non-domestic installations.
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TOP NON-CONFORMANCES SEPT 2021 - January 2022 
Rule No. Rule Description Non Conformances
I.S. 433.4 No Surge / Overvoltage Protection Installed, Risk Assessment not done 90

I.S. 6.4.3.2 RP+RE values recorded on TRS not consistent with sample test / cable 
lengths

54

I.S. 462.5 Double Pole main isolation not installed at Distribution Board 42
I.S. 63.4 Test Results recorded on Certificate not consistent with results on Test 

Record Sheet
40

I.S. 6.4.4.3 Test Record Sheets incorrect or Sample Test Results do not match 
results recorded

40

I.S. 526.5.1 SWA cables, armour not correctly earthed

526.5.1 Adequate electrical conductance
shall be provided between metal sheats
or armouring of cables and the earthing
terminals of equipment. This requires
a proper design or a proprietary method.

NOTE: A cables gland is deemed a 
proprietary method.

34

I.S. 462.5 Double Pole main isolation not installed at Distribution Board 42

613.1 Results on TRS do not match readings taken during inspection 27
613.3 No Insulation Resistance Test Recorded 27
533.3.5 Main Overcurrent Protective Device has incorrect rating 25
6.3 (CRU) No Contractor Seal installed in Meter Cabinet

It is a requirement that the registered 
electrical contractor seals the connections
to the ESBN network isolator following
connection of a new installation. 
Each seal has a unique number which should 
be reccorded in the relevent box on the test
record sheet.
Suitable seals can be ordered from Safe Electric

25
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: EV installations at Meter Cabinets
Following a detailed examination of the logistics including the available space and the requirement to comply with I.S. 
10101 and the ESBN Code of Practice (V5) it has been determined that when connecting an EV charger at a meter box 
location, it is not viable to install the necessary equipment inside the meter cabinet. Even though our previous update 
available HERE contains the statement extracted below, many installers are installing equipment outside the contractor 
area

Furthermore, Safe Electric would like to clarify that as previously stated in our Newsletter, this option should only be 
considered in exceptional circumstances where it is not possible / viable to connect directly to the customers’ existing 
Distribution Board.
We are aware of a number of RECs who are connecting all EV Installations at the meter location without considering 
connection at the existing Distribution Board. This is not in accordance with of what was envisaged when this practice 
was permitted.

ESBN Code of Practice Version No.5, Please Note The Following
• Page 45: The customer may install an IP55 rated enclosure in the bottom right-hand side of the outside meter box. 

This enclosure shall contain the Main Overcurrent Device ONLY.
• Page 101 F.1.5 IP55 Enclosure: The allotted space in the outside meter box for the IP55 enclosure containing the 

customer’s Protective Device is 180mm x 225mm (W x H) in the bottom right-hand corner of the meter box.
• Page 119 Annex I.(Mandatory) E- Transport Connections, I.1. Home Charging: For Existing domestic electrical 

installations, a new EV electrical installation may be connected VIA the outside meter box provided the requirements 
of the current version of the NSAI National Rules for electrical installations are met.

• 
It would also not be permissible to connect an EV charger VIA the Meter Cabinet for the following reasons:
• Pre-Pay Meter installed inside the property.
• It is not possible to switch off the supply at the Meter / Contractor Isolator
• Insufficient space in the bottom right-hand side to fit the Mains Protective Device only.
• Existing installation is not adequate to sustain the new load. Minimum of 12KVA 16sq tails + bonding.
Note: Connecting the EV installation VIA the meter box should only be undertaken when all other methods are not 
available. 

Please see the guidance drawing and flowchart for reference. 

https://safeelectric.ie/contractors/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2021/03/MarchNewsletterSafeElecFinal-1.pdf


To comply with I.S. 10101, installers will need to provide an Electric Vehicle Sub Distribution Board as shown in the 
drawing. This board can be located beside the meter cabinet or remotely as required. If it is located externally, it will need 
to have suitable I.P rating and impact resistance. According to I.S. 10101, this distribution board will require Double Pole 
isolation and surge protection (or docmented CRL calculation showing it is exempt).

Please note that in all circumstances, the meter tails need to be a minimum of 16sq to safetly handle the 
sustained high current load of an EV charger.

When installing an EV charger

Survey the existing installation particularly metering arrangement, earthing, distribution board.
Ensure existing meter tails are 16sq.
Advise customer in writing if upgrade work is required to cater for the charger 
Connect EV charger at existing Distribution Board if possible
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Install at meter cabinet by default
Install any equipment outside the contractor area in meter cabinet 180mm by 225mm
Install EV charger at Meter Cabinet if prepay meter is installed
Work on live cables at the Distribution Board

Do

Don’t

Tip:
If Earth Electrode is 
not installed or visible 
for inspection, new 
electrode can be 
connected into terminal 
in Meter Cabinet as 
this is becomes the 
Main Earthing Terminal 
(MET) 
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TT Connections for Public Lighting
In order to cater for the certification of some historical Public Lighting systems which were previously maintained by 
ESBN and are now being taken over by the Local Authority’s, clarification is required regarding systems which were 
originally wired using two core (Generally Concentric) cables. 

For the Local Authority to take charge of the installation, a certificate confirming the installation is compliant with the 
National Wiring Rules and has been tested must be provided by a REC.  Public lighting systems wired in two core 
cable, cannot be certified as compliant with the generally preferable TNCS earthing system.

Following consultation between Safe Electric, CRU, ESBN and Local Authorities it has been agreed that these Public 
Lighting Installations can be modified and then certified as compliant with either our standard TNCS earthing system 
or a TT earthing system. 

The (3Phase) TT earthing arrangement is shown in figure 31E1 of I.S. 10101 2020 (Page 97).

The links between the lighting columns are the “Distribution” referred to in Figure 31E1. For three phase distribution 
4 conductors are required and for single phase distribution 2 conductors are required. It is also acceptable that a 
conductive public lighting column buried in the ground is acceptable as the “Protective earthing in the installation”

The TT system will generally need to be modified to include the following requirements prior to certification. 

• ESBN will provide a TT interface connection where required at injection points.
• RCD protection to comply with I.S.  531.3.5.3 and Table 53.1, where main RCD at first column,   

injection point, for distribution along with subsequent RCD for service 
• RCD protection of 30 milliamps at each column
• Protective Earth Electrode at each column (See note above) 542.2, Annex 54D
• Test & certify the modified installation in accordance with Part 6.4 of I.S. 10101 (2020)
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Earthing Systems for Public Lighting to allow upgrades works and certification to IS10101
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TT Connections for Public Lighting
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SAFE ELECTRIC ELECTRONIC COMPLETION CERTIFICATE (ECC) SYSTEM
Following hosting server upgrades in 2020 the Safe Electric ECC system is available for all RECs if required. The 
system, which only caters for Number 1 and Number 2 certificates can be used in conjunction with the paper system., 
i.e., users of the system can also continue to submit paper certificates.

Certificates submitted on the ECC system are presented for validation immediately and transferring to ESBN for 
connection is normally faster. Because there is no reliance on the Postal System, processing times can be 1-3 days 
quicker. Other advantages are that the installation address is generated from the ESBN record following input of the 
MPRN and therefore can’t be incorrect and the process won’t allow you to proceed unless previous fields have been 
filled in. 

RECs who want access to the system can sent an email to reciinfo@reci.ie. We need to have a valid up to date email 
address and applicants will receive an email with login information, username, and initial password. The email will also 
contain detailed information outlining the operation of the system. 

Important SEAI EV Home Charger 

Through the EV Home Charger grant scheme, SEAI has provided funding for almost 8,000 installations in 2021 and 
this is expected to increase further in 2022. To obtain the grant customers must provide a valid Safe Electric completion 
certificate issued by a REC. To keep up with the additional demand and improve customer experience, the SEAI grant 
will transition to a fully online application process from March 2022. All registered electricians and installers should pay 
careful attention to the following points:

In the current process, successful applicants are required to print out a 2-page payment request form; the second page 
is manually filled in and signed by the registered contractor

In the new online system, successful applicants will be issued with 2 different web links; the first link will be completed by 
the applicant and the second link will be forwarded to the installer who is required to complete and sign the form online 
using a digital device (laptop, phone or tablet). Please note that it will not be possible to request a paper form application.

We strongly recommend that the electrician form is completed at the property of the applicant on the day when the 
installation is completed. The applicant will not be able to submit their payment form until the electrician has submitted 
theirs.

A sample application form for the electrician can be accessed at the following link.

To provide more guidance on the upcoming changes, SEAI and Safe Electric will be hosting a joint 30-minute workshop 
at 11:00am on Wednesday 2nd of March, followed by a Q&A session. A recording of the meeting will be made available 
afterwards.

mailto:reciinfo@reci.ie
https://www.cognitoforms.com/Fexco/EVHomeChargerInstallationDetails?entry=%7B%22App%22:%22EVHC-000121%22,%22Name%22:%7B%22First%22:%22John%22,%22Last%22:%22Doe%22%7D,%22Address%22:%7B%22Line1%22:%22A%20Street%22,%22Line2%22:%22Somewhere%22,%22Line3%22:%22%22,%22City%22:%22My%20Town%22,%22State%22:%22Dublin%22,%22PostalCode%22:%22D02%20FX65%22%7D%7D
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